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Chemical mechanical planarization, or CMP, has become one of the newest and most important fabrication technologies adopted by the semiconductor industry  worldwide, despite a remarkably nontraditional and somewhat controversial developmentalhistory. Begun as a mere research and development curiosity more than 20 years ago at IBM, the technique borrows heavily from the traditional mechanical wet polishing processes for silicon substrate wafers and optical glass lenses. Introduced for production at a time when dry fabrication processes were overwhelmingly favored, the completely wet CMP process was initially considered unconventional and incompatible with the rest of the manufacturing processes, to say the least. In addition, to an industry that is meticulously conscientious about particle contamination, a process that intentionally uses slurry saturated with particles seemingly adds insult to injury and thus qualifies as a true disruptive technology. This was well before the world became familiar with such a catchy yet descriptive term ‘‘disruptive technology’’ popularized through a series of articles and books by renowned Harvard Business School Professor Clayton Christiansen on innovations in commercial enterprises. Some examples of his works include Disruptive Technologies: Catching the Wave, coauthored by Joseph L. Bower, Harvard Business Review, January–February 1995 and The Innovator’s Dilemma: When New Technologies Cause Great Firms to Fail, Harvard Business School Press, 1997. Like many other major disruptive technologies seen by society throughout history, CMP indeed has lived up to its reputation. It disrupted the conventional thought process but enabled an industry to overcome many technological challenges, significantly advanced the processing capability for ever diverse and complex semiconductor devices, and inspired innovations in several associated fields such as wafer cleaning, defect inspection, and complex chemical delivery.
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Essential Fashion Illustration: Poses (Essential Fashion Illustrations:)Rockport Publishers, 2007

	Learn how to draw posed figures for fashion illustration
	
		This comprehensive reference provides hands-on techniques for created posed figures for fashion illustration. The first section illustrates various examples of nude and semi-nude poses (male and female). Later chapters illustrate the same poses wearing sportswear,...
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Kumar and Clark's Clinical Medicine, 8e (Kumar, Kumar and Clark's Clinical Medicine)Saunders, 2012

	Kumar & Clark's Clinical Medicine 8 builds on the prize-winning formula that won the first prize in the BMA Book Awards Medicine Category in 2010 (7th edition) and 2006 (6th edition).


	'This book is comprehensive, student friendly (if still intimidating in size!) and covers such a vast breadth of knowledge. It...
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Recent Developments in Intelligent Computing, Communication and Devices: Proceedings of ICCD 2017 (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing, 752)Springer, 2018

	
		This book offers a collection of high-quality, peer-reviewed research papers presented at the International Conference on Intelligent Computing, Communication and Devices (ICCD 2017), discussing all dimensions of intelligent sciences – intelligent computing, intelligent communication, and intelligent devices.
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Getting Started with BizTalk ServicesPackt Publishing, 2014

	It all started about a year ago and BizTalk Services was soon to go for preview in a few months. We were all excited to break new ground in the era of cloud middleware. We must tell you one of the benefits of being in the product group (or being an MVP) is that you get early access to bits long before they hit the market. Working on those...
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Mobile WiMAX: A Systems Approach to Understanding IEEE 802.16m Radio Access TechnologyAcademic Press, 2010

	Presenting the new IEEE 802.16m standard, this is the first book to take a systematic, top-down approach to describing Mobile WiMAX and its next generation, giving detailed algorithmic descriptions together with explanations of the principles behind the operation of individual air-interface protocols and network components.
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Asterisk 1.6Packt Publishing, 2009
Asterisk is a powerful and flexible open source framework for building feature-rich telephony systems. As a Private Branch Exchange (PBX), which connects one or more telephones, and usually connects to one or more telephone lines, Asterisk offers very advanced features, including extension-to-extension calls, queues, line trunking, call...
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